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Food for Thought
What the POPI Act means
for Medical Aid Schemes
Corporate South Africa, including medical

According to Van Emmenis, compliance with

aid schemes, insurance brokers, financial

POPI is of the utmost importance for all

advisors, marketers and

medical funds. This applies to members,

even brands need to start preparing for the

their brokers and those in the medical

fundamental impact of the soon to be

fraternity. The most important factor is to

implemented Protection of Personal

safeguard patient information.

Information (POPI) Act.
When the Council for Medical Schemes
The entire service chain, from medical

(CMS) requested information for the Central

practitioners to pharmacists, administrators

Beneficiary Register last year, many

and schemes, involved in receiving and

medical schemes did not comply because

storing patients’ information will be

there was uncertainty around how this

required to meet the stringent POPI

information will be stored and used. The

requirements.

CMS has since clarified that no actual
medical data is required and that an

“With an increase in cyber threats and

Industry Technical Advisory Group task

information being leaked and shared, POPI

team has been established, with

is making sure businesses - and even

representatives from medical schemes and

individuals - are more careful with personal

administrators, to deal with security issues

information and to take responsibility for

and POPI compliance.

this data," wrote Gerhard van Emmenis,
principal of f icer of Bonit as Medical

“All healthcare providers who interact with

Fund on BiZCommunity (9 May)

patients are generally permitted to have
access to their information to a certain

“Unlawful retention, distribution, sharing or

extent. However, to conform to POPI

unauthorised use of personal information

regulations, medical schemes need to

may result in non-compliance with the Act,

ensure claims, medical conditions and

which will carry onerous penalties of up to

treatment are only shared if the member

R10-m in fines, and could even result in jail

chooses for it to be,” said Van Emmenis.

sentences.”

Pricing competition
threatens
generics
In the past decade, generic competition

This could force manufacturers and

allowed millions of patients access to

suppliers of generic medicines to withdraw

medicines for key therapeutic areas.

from the market, thus hampering the supply

However the sustainability of the industry

of medicines.

could be threatened by policies that
exclusively focus on reducing prices

Roos said winning government tenders

thereby increasing the risk of medicine

often boils down to cost, which forces

shortages.

suppliers of generic medication to push
their prices as low as they can. Enabling

Cost-cutting measures such as ad-hoc

more generic competition not only helps to

price cuts, external reference pricing,

reduce medicine prices but allows greater

tendering and increased pressure from

access and improved public health.

medical aids have all driven the price of
generic medicines to untenably low levels,

Generics can reduce the cost of medicine

according to Erik Roos, CEO of generics

by up to 80% and play a vital role in the

firm, Pharma Dynamics.

healthcare mix.

View on Special News
A best practice guide
for choosing
medical practice software
Choosing billing and pract ice management sof t ware doesn’t have to be an
exhaustive, painstaking process. Whether you’ve outgrown your current medical billing
software or you are transitioning to a paper-light system for the first time, shopping for
software is a good opportunity to identify the inefficiencies in your practice and address
them, together with the right solution provider.
Understanding what you need starts with asking yourself a few pertinent questions and
ensuring that the solution you choose meets the criteria outlined in this guide.
To download t he guide, click on t he but t on below.

But t on
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TARGETING CEREBRAL PALSY (CP) CLAIMS
Focused on averting the prospective collapse of maternal and child healthcare services,
due to the epidemic of medico-legal claims and as described in the March edition of the
South African Medical Journal*, medical academics, healthcare practitioners, plaintiff
and defendant attorneys, as well as representatives from government and Constantia
Insurance Company recently gathered at a CP conference to find solutions. During the twoday proceedings, co-sponsored by Constantia Insurance Company Limited and the
Paediatric Department of the University of Pretoria and held at CSIR conference centre on
the 8th and 9th of March, local and international experts set the scene by outlining the
complex and multifactorial aetiology of this heterogeneous disorder. Contrary to what is
typically alleged in medical negligence claims, CP does not equate to birth asphyxia and
ischaemic encephalopathy. Many cases are determined in utero, long before the birthing
process. Others occur after delivery. Indeed, in the South African context, there is a higher
incidence of CP than in developed countries, caused largely by events before labour, said
retired paediatrician Prof Keith Bolton.
The audience learnt that the nature of the disorder poses a significant challenge in the
resolution of medicolegal disputes relating to alleged birth asphyxia, as the legal
profession may not fully appreciate the interplay of the various determinants. Many
delegates agreed that plaintiff attorneys should have potential cases assessed by
appropriately qualified, unbiased and experienced medical practitioners before deciding
whether an action for damages is appropriate.
*To read the article in the South African Medical Journal
http://www.samj.org.za/index.php/samj/article/view/12229/841
Lef t : Volker von
Widdern, Chief
Execut ive Of f icer:
Const ant ia Insurance
Company Limit ed
Right : Prof Izelle Smut s,
Paediat ric Neurologist :
Facult y of Healt h
Sciences, Universit y of
Pret oria

To read a more comprehensive summary of the conference, click on
the button below
But t on

SAPHRA:
Legislation could hamper
intention of a speedier
medicines registration
While the establishment of the South African Health Products Regulatory Authority (SAHPRA)
has been widely welcomed by the pharmaceutical industry, confusion and contradictions
in the amended Medicines Act relating to the new body could potentially hamper its ability
to function optimally. It could also dash the hopes of pharmaceutical companies of a faster
process to particularly deal with the huge registration backlog of medicines.
This is according to healthcare legal expert, Elsabé Klinck. Addressing delegates at an
Institute of Health Risk Managers (IHRM) seminar in Johannesburg on the amendments to
the Act and its implications for companies and funders. Klinck noted that another Act may
be needed to ensure that the initial intention of SAHPRA to speed up registration and
licencing of medicines and medical devices is met.
Debunking perceptions that SAHPRA will operate like the FDA in the US where final
registration decisions is made by a committee, Klinck noted that Section 2(5) of the
amended Act relating to registration still suggests a process similar to that followed by
the now defunct Medicines Control Council (MCC). This is as the Act now states that
SAHPRA “acts through its Board”. This means that where-ever the Act gives a power to
“the Authority”, that power must be exercised by the Board. This means that all binding
decisions, such as the call-up of-, or the registration of products, would have to take
place through the Board.
To read t his art icle, click on t he but t on below or go t o:
ht t p://medbrief af rica.co.za/sahpra-legislat ion-could-hamper-int ent ion-of a-speedier-medicines-regist rat ion-process/

But t on

View on Government
Cabinet invokes
Constitution to take
over North West
Health Department
Cabinet has invoked Section 100(1b) of the Constitution to take over the DoH in violencetorn North West Province. It has also mandated a ministerial task team to undertake a factfinding mission to the province.
Early in May police had to escort doctors into Tshepong Hospital in Klerksdorp.
Meanwhile Mèdicins sans Frontierés (MSF) has sent a group of doctors into the
province to help.
A damning report on the contract between a Gupta-linked company and the North
West government was sent to the provincial legislature two months ago for tabling
and adoption, but it has been mysteriously shelved. It revealed that out of the R954
charged per patient for screening by Mediosa, R650 was to be paid to
subcontracted companies from Dubai. The money would then be funnelled into the
companies’ United Arab Emirates bank accounts, from where it would be used to
fund the Gupta’s new business venture:

Financial Views

Clicks vs Dis-Chem:
Battle of pharmacy giants
Clicks’ sales performance left it and its close rival, DisChem, running neck and neck. In its half-year to August,
Dis-Chem achieved a 15% rise in retail sales to R8.78-bn.
In its latest half-year Clicks’ R793-m put it ahead of DisChem, with its R682-m.

New medicines
temper Novo
Nordisk profit
Novo Nordisk, the world’s
biggest manufacturer of
diabetes drugs, reported a
smaller than expected fall in

Clicks’ operating profit margin is at 7.5% and Dis-Chem’s
at 7.8%. Clicks aims to have 900 stores, all with
pharmacies, within the next seven to 10 years.
In May Dis-Chem announced that it has added 21 new
stores, taking the total to 129.

first-quarter profit. Novo is
pinning its hope on new
obesity medicines and
Ozempic, a once-weekly
injection for diabetes
expected to become its
biggest drug.

Pharmaceutical Views

Cheap breast cancer drug
not on sale in SA

Digital therapeutics will soar
in the next five years

A breast cancer generic medicine,

According to new research, Digital

Trastuzumab, is one of the many

Therapeutics & Wellness, the number of

pharmaceuticals awaiting review by the

people using app-based treatments, which

new SA Health Products Regulatory

are clinically proven to treat medical

Authority (SAHPRA).

conditions, will increase from an estimated
4.5-m in 2018 to 130-m by 2023.

Its predecessor, the Medicines Control
Council, accumulated a backlog of almost

Research author, James Moar, said the

3 600 drug applications, with drug

average time from development to

companies saying that it could take up to

commercialisation for a digital therapeutic is

five years to approve application dossiers.

three to four years. This gives drug
companies and insurers an opportunity to

Perfume holds the answer
to the threat of mosquitos
Scientists from the University of Pretoria
have found that perfume holds the answer
to manufacturing a longer-lasting mosquito
repellent.

bring chronic condition treatment to the
market in a fraction of the time and cost of
drug development.

Aspen opens new
specialised products facility
Aspen Pharmacare recently opened its new

They created a mixture that is a negative

R1-bn facility in Port Elizabeth where

pseudo-azeotrope, which is used in

specialised products for chronic conditions,

perfumes because it retains the same

including certain cancers, will be

composition in vapour and liquid states. It

manufactured. At full capacity, the facility is

also evaporates slowly, making it long-

expected to produce about 3.6-bn tablets

lasting on skin. The compound, the

annually and package about 3-m bottles a

scientists say, can be developed into a

month. 95% of these new products is

commercially-viable repellent that can

expected to be exported to target markets

protect people when they are outside.

in Latin America, Europe, Asia and Africa.

View on Medical Schemes
drug-1961431__340.jpg

Sizwe is out to
woo younger
members

Clicks chief sets
example with
staff health plan

Rise in claims for
early stages of
critical illness

scheme Sizwe, plans to

Clicks will spend R31-m in

Liberty, Sanlam and

rebrand in order to attract

2019 to provide a

Momentum recently

young black professionals.

Discovery Health Insurance

released their retail claims

product to 9 200

statistics for 2017.

Forty-year-old medical aid

The scheme was founded in

employees earning less

1978 by a group of black

than R14 000 a month who

Liberty paid out R4.5-bn,

doctors, led by the late Dr

cannot afford medical

Sanlam R3.6-bn and

Nthato Motlana, to assist

scheme cover.

Momentum R3.7-bn.

black people who were

Most of the money was paid

uninsured.

Clicks believes the health

out in death claims: 72% for

insurance benefit will make

Liberty, 82% for Sanlam and

Sizwe plans to target a new

the company a more

73% for Momentum.

market that is young, vibrant

attractive place to work and

and healthy – no matter

reduce staff turnover, which

Critical illnesses can be

what sector they work in.

in turn will translate into

detected earlier than

better customer care.

before, hence other critical

Sizwe Medical Aid has

illnesses, such as dementia

47 037 members, of whom

Discovery said there has

(including Alzheimer's

6 367 are direct-paying

been a rapid uptake of its

disease) and Parkinson's

members.

Primary Care offering, which

disease, are becoming

covers almost 20 000

more prevalent in the

employees.

statistics.

New CEO for PPSHA
PPSHA announced the appointment of Simmi Bassudev as
CEO of PPS Healthcare Administrators (PPSHA) as of 2018,
taking over from Dr Herc Hoffman who has retired. With
over 20 years in the healthcare industry, she has been
instrumental in the design and implementation of risk
management programmes for medical schemes

News Flashes
SAMWUMED under curatorshop
On May 3, the Western Cape Division of the High Court in Cape Town placed the South
African Municipal Workers Union Medical Aid Scheme (SAMWUMED) under provisional
curatorship following a successful application by the CMS.
Mrs. Duduza Khosana was appointed provisional curator for SAMWUMED.

CAMAF moves back in-house
The board of CAMAF has decided to bring the administration and most of the managed
healthcare services of CAMAF back in-house.
In a note to its members CAMAF explained that the decision is aimed at reducing the nonhealthcare expenditure. This would result in an estimated saving of R15-m per annum in
administration costs.

Circulars:Council for
Medical Schemes
The following Circulars were published by t he CMS in May 2018.
Visit www.medicalschemes.co.za for more info.

19 of 2018
Gauteng Broker Induction
Training Programme
20 of 2018
Imposittion of Levies for Medical
Schemes 2018/19

22 of 2018
SA/CA Accounting Guide
23 of 2018
Electronic standardised
Management Accounts

21 of 2018
Impact of VAT increase in the
Medical Schemes Industry

Special Notices
To advertise in Private Practice Review contact Maretha Conradie:
maretha@healthman.co.za

HealthView and Private Practice Review provide news and opinion articles as a service to our
m em bers to enhance their understanding of the health care industry. The inform ation contained in
these publications is published without warranties of any kind, either express or im plied. HealthView
and Private Practice Review are published solely for inform ational purposes and should not to be
construed as advice or recom m endations. Individuals should take into account their own unique and
specific circum stances in acting on any news or articles published. O ften these articles originate from
sources outside our organization that are reported in the national press. C onsequently, any
inform ation, tradem arks, service m arks, product nam es or nam ed features are assum ed to be the
property of their respective owners, and are used solely for inform ative purposes in our publications.
There is furtherm ore no im plied endorsem ent of any of the products, goods or services m entioned in
our publications.

